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FDI-ANOTO FORMS SOLUTION
CRITFC Improves Timeliness and Accuracy of Harvest Reporting 
with Rugged Digital Pens and Paper  

OVERVIEW:

The Columbia River Inter-Tribal Fish Commission (CRITFC) is a forum to facilitate 

member tribes to coordinate tribal fish management policies for the Columbia 

River Basin. CRITFC assists the tribes to improve habitat, restore fish runs, and 

achieve fish management goals as established by the US v OR litigation in the 

US Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals.  ‘Fish monitors’ conduct creel surveys which 

help them to estimate the weekly harvest so that scientists and analysts can 

decide whether to close the season or keep it open. The paper-based harvest 

management process was prone to bottlenecks and delays so CRITFC deployed 

FDI-Anoto Forms Software and digital pens to speed up the data capture, analysis, 

and reporting for more-informed decision making and better capacity to manage 

natural resources.  

CHALLENGE:

The field survey data has traditionally been captured on paper, which is easy to 

use in the field, but requires time-consuming data entry and reporting back at 

the office.  Producing a fully-burdened harvest estimate takes considerable effort 

due to the manual data entry and collation, as well as, the involvement of multiple 

stake holders – a process that needed to be shortened.  Prioritizing the protection 

of fish runs means that if the estimate is late or data incomplete, the fishing season 

closes, because the fish runs are managed conservatively. Although handheld 

computers seemed like an easy solution they couldn’t withstand the temperature 

and weren’t rugged enough for the field. 

SOLUTION: FDI-Anoto Forms Solution and Digital Pens  

FDI-Anoto generates digital survey forms that are printed and deployed to fish 
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monitors along with a digital pen. All the data is captured, on the pen, as its written, 

with date/time/author stamp, and can be immediately uploaded and converted to 

text. The digital pen can transmit data remotely from the field via Bluetooth and a 

cell phone or directly into a laptop for integration into Microsoft SQL Server, Excel 

or other repositories.   There are QA/QC reviews of the data, it is then exported 

into reports, and made accessible to an extended set of stakeholders for analysis. 

RESULT:

“We’ve achieved a better, more precise harvest estimate each time, on time,” said 

Henry Franzoni, System Developer/Data Management Coordinator, Columbia 

River Inter-Tribal Fish Commission. “The FDI-Anoto forms solution gives us the 

best of both worlds, the simplicity and robustness of paper data collection, and 

the cost-effectiveness of automated data entry.” 

What used to take two weeks, now can be accomplished in half the time, and 

most times even faster, with no change in staff.  Even daily harvest estimates may 

be possible one day.  Faster access to the harvest data supports better decisions 

about natural resources, so CRITFC can more easily protect the health of the 

salmon runs and the fishermen’s income. Fish monitors’ time is freed up as they 

can stay in the field longer, increasing productivity by completing more sample 

surveys.  The digital pen is durable and as simple to use as pen and paper.

Contact us today to see how easy it is to turn paper forms into digital paper.


